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ABSTRACT 

 

The research reactor MARIA is channel type reactor situated in the National Center for 

Nuclear Research in Swierk and is an important supplier of the pharmaceutical radioisotopes 

for various uses. Apart from isotopes production, the research reactor it is used to investigate 

structural materials, which are operating in the irradiated environment and used in nuclear 

industry. 

With the conversion from the HEU (High Enriched Uranium) to LEU (Low Enriched 

Uranium), there was a need for coolant circuit design modifications and additional safety 

report preparation due to safety requirements of IAEA. The necessity of the modifications 

were caused by different geometry of LEU fuel comparing to the old design. The HEU fuel 

was designed as a six plates formed into the shape of cylinder, while the heat transfer area in 

active region for LEU design was decreased by one cylindrical pipe. Changes in primary 

circuit resulted in the requirement of the new model of the reactor thermalhydraulic system, 

for the purposes of the safety analysis report. The unique design of the reactor core demands 

the experience in modeling using thermalhydraulic code, but with the acknowledgement of 

some limitations of the code, which have to be omitted by the user. 

Due to the multiplicity of the channels type of LEU and HEU respectively, some channels are 

identical and can be merged into zones (peripheral and central), representing different power 

distributions. This decreases the time needed for the calculations of the scenarios and enables 

the flexibility to create various core configurations. 

The use of programming skills allowed to decrease the amount of actions taken by the code 

user while defining channels in the core. The automation is made by connections of the pre-

modelled channels into zones and finally into core, by the use of dedicated program written in 

Python. 

Created model of research reactor will help to predict possible scenarios during operation and 

identified accident sequences. The presented results in the paper describe the progression of 

threatening scenarios: leakage of the coolant from the one of the channel circuits and loss of 

flow accident. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of the paper is to introduce results of the activities in the field of the 

thermal-hydraulics for the research reactor MARIA situated in National Center for Nuclear 

Research in Poland. The concept of the performance of the analysis, for the research reactor, 

came from the need to verify past calculations and create an easy to assess and modify reactor 

model - useful for range of thermal-hydraulic calculations. In the past the calculations for the 

safety analysis report were conducted with various tools and self-developed, by the reactor 

operator, computational tool for the transient calculation of only one separate core channel. 

The characteristics of the reactor of channel type allowed to perform transient calculations for 

separated hottest channel, which gave overview of the possible most threatening scenario. The 

previous developed thermal-hydraulic analytic tool was sufficient for the determination of the 

safety limits and definition of the uncertainty bounds reported to the safety authority. 

The introduction of the Nuclear Power Programme in Poland aiming to the preparation 

of the specialists resources and infrastructure resulted in the increase of the research and 

projects concerning extensive use of the compute r codes used widely for the purposes of the 

safety analysis. In the field of the thermal-hydraulics in the National Center for Nuclear 

Research comprehensive activities were undertaken to incorporate RELAP5 code for various 

scale analyses. RELAP5 is nowadays used successfully in the Institute to perform full power 

plant scale calculations, experimental facilities tests and calculations for the uncommon 

design nuclear objects – research reactors. The geometry of the research reactor in NCBJ is 

channel- pool type, which in details will be described in consecutive section. With the use of 

RELAP5 in the area of MARIA research reactor calculations main activities were focused on 

performance of steady state and transient – LOFA (Loss of Flow Accident) with coast down 

of cooling pumps. The correctness of the steady state was approved by comparison of the 

most important parameters, both geometrical and thermal-hydraulic related, to available data 

from the reactor operation history. All of the significant steady state and transient results will 

be presented in following sections. 

2 MARIA RESEARCH REACTOR 

Maria research reactor is a pool type cooled with water and high neutron flux - Figure 1 

and Table 1, which moderator is both cooling water and beryllium blocks. The fuel is a 

dispersion of the UO2 in Al in aluminium cladding, while the pressurized fuel channel (Figure 

2) is a concentric tube (five or six) of Field type. The whole core is composed from multiple 

fuel channels of different power levels. The purposes of the research reactor MARIA is the 

production of the radioisotopes for industry and medicine, investigation of the structure 

materials, coolants and reactor fuels in probes and reactor loops, neutronic materials 

modifications or basic research and applied research utilizing neutron beams. [1] 

Table 1 Summary of the most important thermal-hydraulic reactor characteristics. [1] 

Type pool-channel type research reactor, 

Core 20-25 active closed fuel channels in the core,  

Moderator/reflector a beryllium moderator and graphite reflector,  

Power the designed maximum thermal power is 30 MW,  

Cooling system 
piping supplying and collecting the coolant, 

main and 2 auxiliary pumps,  

Pressure stabilization pressurizer, 

Heat removal heat exchangers (4) and pool surrounding the reactor core. 
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Figure 1 MARIA research reactor (left –top view, right – four power level zones) [1] 

From the thermal-hydraulic point of view there is important distinction between two 

channels type – MC-5/485 and MR-6-430 (summarized in the Table 2). The U-235 mass 

density influences the power densities and heat fluxes during normal and transient states. 

Table 2 Most important differences and characteristics of the MC and MR fuel types. [1] 

nb. Parameter 

Value 

MR-6-430 MC-5/485 

1. Fuel type dispersion of UO2 in Al dispersion of U3Si2 in Al 

2. U-235 in section (430  22) g (485  5) g 

3. Enrichment in U-235 36 % 19.75 % 

4. Uranium density in the fuel 2.79 g/cm3 4.79 g/cm3 

5. Heat transfer area 1.72 m2 1.29 m2 

6. Coolant flow gap 2.5 mm 2.5 mm 

7. Outer gaps flow area 1005 mm2 724 mm2 

8. Inner gaps flow area 1496 mm2 1361 mm2 

 

 

Figure 2 Fuel channel active parts concept nodalization and flow directions. [1] 
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2.1 Activities undertaken. 

Fulfilling the international agreement on GTRI (Global Threat Reduction Initiative) 

there was a change of the fuel type in the MARIA research reactor in Świerk from Highly 

Enriched Uranium (HEU) fuel to Low Enriched Uranium fuel (LEU) [1]. Types of the new 

fuel used in the reactor were characterized by higher power density and requiring higher 

cooling mass flow. Higher mass flow was reached by the changes in the cooling pumps 

system, especially the pumps themselves with higher volumetric flow. The necessity of the 

modifications were caused by different geometry of LEU fuel comparing to the old design. 

Due to safety requirements of Polish Nuclear Regulatory Body and recommendation of IAEA 

[2], while a coolant circuit design modifications new safety assessment was demanded. With 

the change of the cooling loop design new safety analysis report was prepared and process of 

the creation of new model in RELAP5 tool began. In the frame work of the project, the aim of 

the past work and future activities is: 

 to assess the present safety analysis report, 

 to asses the modifications and construction changes done in the MARIA reactor, 

 to define the potential operational sequences leading to fuel heat-up,  

 to develop and validate the emergency management and 

 to create useful reactor model for the periodic safety reviews. 

Created model of research reactor will help to evaluate possible scenarios during 

operation and identified accident sequences. The presented results describe the progression of 

threatening scenarios like loss of flow accident with pumps coast down. With the respect to 

the undertaken actions, most important project stages were: 

 Nodalization of the fuel elements has been developed and calculations have been 

performed (Figure 2). 

 Thermalhydraulic calculations using RELAP5 have been applied to compare results 

of the preliminary analysis for the fuel channel with the available data from 

operational history.  

 Preliminary development of the entire reactor system (Figure 3). Reactor core zones 

definition, coolant piping with the pump component and HX models preparation. 

 Steady states for fuel channel and LOFA – Loss of Flow Accident performed. 

 Entire core calculations – SBLOCA and LBLOCA in two cold legs locations.  

3 MARIA REACTOR MODEL 

The created model in the RELAP5 code is based on the available documents [1] 

describing the system geometry, operational parameters and behaviour of the systems 

connected to the cooling pipelines of the reactor loop. The characteristics of the core – 

separated pressurized channels – demanded the merging of the core channels into similar 

power level zones. The rest of the loop elements were modelled separately and the zones in 

the active core were divided into four zones (Figure 1): single MC and MR channel types, 

average zone (core) separated from the hottest channels and the inactive part – bypass. 

The inlet and outlet headers from the fuel channels are connected to the primary cooling 

pipelines, where the heated fluid is cooled in two serial heat exchanger and directed to the two 

working cooling pumps (available four – only two used during normal operation). 
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Figure 3 Main components, core zones and break locations in RELAP5 model for MARIA 

reactor. 

3.1 Steady state results 

Steady state conditions that were used in the simulation were chosen to simulate work 

of the fuel channel during normal operation with safety parameters equal to warning signals. 

To have such conditions the mass flow was reduced to 90% of nominal value and thermal 

power was increased to 110% of the nominal value. Initial conditions:  

 Cooling channel inlet water temperature Tin=318.15K (45 ºC) 

 Mass flow Q=7.432kg/s (27m3/h for density of water: 990kg/m3) 

 Pressure at the fuel channel inlet p=1.7MPa 

 Fuel channel pressure drop Δp=0.59MPa 

 Fuel element thermal power P=1.98MW (110% of nominal value) 

The results of the temperatures in the axial cladding positions are shown in the Figure 4 

(index i indicates inner surface and o – the outer one). During the warning signals operation 

level the cladding temperatures do not exceed 160 ºC with increase of the cooling water to the 

level of 115 ºC at the channel outlet (Figure 5).  

 

Figure 4 The temperatures distribution in the fuel channels walls for the warning signals 

parameters. 
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Figure 5 6th fuel pipe temperatures distribution during steady state (left) and channel 

fluid temperatures (right) – 6th ,5th and 4th pipe downward flow and 3rd, 2nd, 1st flow upward.   

The hottest fuel point, during this state, is in in the 6th pipe (Figure 5) reaching the inside 

temperature of 170 ºC. The inequality of the temperatures (Figure 5) on the both 6th pipe sides 

are caused by the different heat transfer conditions (left fluid is heated by two fuel pipes). 

Table 3 Qualification of the steady state for the MARIA RELAP5 model. [3] 

nb. Quantity Unit 
Acceptable 

error 

Measured 

value 

Calculated 

value 
Error 

1 Reactor thermal power MW 0.5% 15.431 15.383 0.31% 

2 Inlet cooling channel circuit 

kPa 2.0% 

172.000 173.700 0.99% 

3 Outlet cooling channel circuit 60.500 59.494 1.66% 

4 Pressurizer 51.500 52.323 1.60% 

5 Inlet cooling channel circuit 

K 1.5% 

323.810 320.270 1.09% 

6 Outlet cooling channel circuit 344.500 339.100 1.57% 

7 ΔT cooling channel circuit 20.690 18.830 - 

8 Secondary cooling system 30.000 30.000 0.00% 

9 ΔT Pool cooling circuit 2.780 1.513 - 

10 
Total cooling channel mass 

flow 

m3/h 2.0% 

656.810 660.145 0.51% 

11 
Secondary cooling system 

mass flow 
2335.930 2354.182 0.78% 

12 Bypass mass flow - 40.000 - 

13 Pressurizer water level 
m 0.1 

6.610 6.590 0.02 

14 Pool water level 7.000 7.050 0.05 

The qualification of the steady state allowed to define the level of acceptance of the 

created model and evaluation of the geometrical data of the nodalization according to the 

methodology from [3]. The values of the acceptable errors, expected and calculated values are 

presented in the Table 3, which are consisted with the acceptable error for the steady state 

qualification. 
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3.2 Transient simulations 

Performed and presented simulations of the potential transient situations are Loss of 

Flow Accident for separated fuel channel of MC type, Small Break Loss of Coolant Accident 

and Large Break Loss Of Coolant Accident for the entire primary and secondary reactor 

model. The break location for the simulations is presented in the Figure 3 – in the cold leg 

discharge pipeline before and after the pressurizer connection (break #2 and break #1). For the 

purposes of the transient simulations, the model qualified in the steady state was used, with 

defined previously power levels, mass flows and additional boundary conditions remained 

unchanged. 

3.2.1 Loss of Flow Accident 

 

Accident conditions for loss of flow in the fuel channel cooling system - in case of the 

loss of power in the pump system is a case investigated for the nominal parameters in the 

separated fuel (MC type) channel (Figure 6). Firstly, decrease of pressure in the cooling 

channel occurs – secondly, the initiation of the emergency signal and shutdown of the reactor. 

Few seconds after the loss of power - the work of a backup pump initiated (power supply 

from accumulator batteries) lower speed – 1500 r/s. The most significant parameters and 

initial conditions are -cooling channel inlet water temperature Tin=318.15K, mass flow 

Q=8.25kg/s (30m3/h for density of water: 990 kg/m3), pressure at the fuel channel inlet 

pin=1.7MPa, fuel channel pressure drop Δp=0.59MPa and fuel element thermal power 

1.8MW. 

 

Figure 6 Loss of Flow Accident for the MC fuel type channel (power and mass flow – left, 

wall temperature of the 6th pipe – right – hottest temperature). 

3.2.2 Small Break Loss of Coolant Accident and Large Break Loss Of Flow Accident – 

case #1 and #2. 

Two different locations were selected to be investigated during the SBLOCA and 

LBLOCA in the MARIA research reactor. The locations are severe, because are situated in 

the cold legs – before and after the pressurizer connection. The Figure 7 shows the result of 

three cases calculated for the prepared model – mass flow through the break and Peak 

Cladding Temperatures for the 6th pipe of the MC fuel in the reactor core. The areas of the 

breaks were for SBLOCA – 2.8% of the flow pipe area and for LBLOCA – 44.6% of the flow 

area. 
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Figure 7 SBLOCA and LBLOCA mass flow rate through the break (left) and Peak 

Cladding Temperature for the 6th pipe (right). 

The results show that the safety limits for those SBLOCA calculated cases (melting 

temperature of the aluminum cladding – 933 K[1]) are not exceeded and the assumptions 

were best estimate, what should be followed by uncertainty analysis. The maximum power for 

the hottest channel was about 1.4 MW, but in some event the level of power can reach 1.8 

MW, with other core configuration. For the cases of the SBLOCA the mass flows through the 

break were very similar and in the controlled state of the accident reached up to 11 kg/s. For 

the LBLOCA the mass flow was significantly higher and reached up to 250 kg/s in the first 

seconds of the event, but with the rapidly decreasing pressure in the system dropped until the 

addition of the water from the pressurizer volume. The fluctuations are appearing during the 

cladding temperature fluctuations (Figure 7 – right), which cause small pressure peaks and 

waves influencing the break outflow. The PCT temperature 1000 K reaches the cladding 

melting point 933 K, what gives the reason for further analysis with the use of created model. 

4 CONCLUSION 

The created model can be developed in the future for the purposes of the safety analysis 

of the research reactor MARIA. With the variety of possibilities to define core zones and the 

created configuration tool based on the Python’s language, the model in RELAP5 code is 

flexible and useful application for the diagnosis of the transient states in the reactor. It is also 

base for future activities in the National Center for Nuclear Research institute in frame of 

various codes benchmarking and codes coupling – neutronic and thermal-hydraulic codes. 
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